Evidence of a Transition Layer Between the Free Surface and the Bulk
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Abstract:
The free surface, a very thin layer at the interface between polymer and air, is considered the main source of the
perturbations in the properties of ultrathin polymer films, i.e. nanoconfinement effects. The structural relaxation of such
layer is decoupled from the molecular dynamics of the bulk. The free surface is, in fact, able to stay liquid even below
the temperature where the polymer resides in glassy state. Importantly, this surface layer is expected to have a very
sharp interface with the underlying bulk. Here, by analyzing the penetration of n-hexane into polystyrene films, we
report on the existence of a transition region, not observed by previous investigations, extending for 12 nm below the
free surface. Presence of such layer permits reconciling the behavior of interfacial layers with current models and has
profound implications on the performance of ultra-thin membranes. We show that the expected increase in the flux of
the permeating species is actually overruled by nanoconfinement.

Graphical abstract:

Molecules sitting at the very interface with air (or a gas, or vacuum) exhibit peculiar properties, strongly differing from
those of the bulk. Particles can, for example, diffuse faster on surfaces than towards the interior. This feature is shared
by polymers, where within the first 2-10 nm1,2 – interfacial layer, usually referred to as free surface3–5 – structural
relaxation occurs at rates exceeding by up to 12 orders of magnitude the bulk rate. The free surface is, hence, capable
of demonstrating liquid-like behavior also below the glass transition temperature, Tg, of the material in bulk. In addition
to this, evidence for enhanced flow was confirmed by ingenious viscosity measurements.6,7 At the state of the art, such
a tremendous enhancement in molecular mobility is currently considered as the main cause of the reduction in Tg
commonly observed in thin polymer films.8 The shift in Tg, in fact, increases linearly with the thickness of this layer.9
Recent work has, furthermore, shown that it is possible to tune the properties of the free surface by controlling
macromolecular architecture (molecular weight,10 branching,11 …) and the processing conditions (notably the degree of
adsorption on the supporting substrate12–14). Remarkably, extensive investigation has shown that the structural relaxation
at the free surface is totally disentangled from the molecular dynamics of the underlying bulk layer. 3,15 The extreme
sharpness of the interface between the surface layer and the bulk is furthermore strengthened by models defined on steplike functions1,2,6 – thus with an interfacial width virtually equal to zero.
While such a steep transition could be rationalized for small molecules, in the case of high molecular weight polymers,
where the macromolecular size (2Rg, where Rg is the gyration radius of the polymer) easily exceeds 10 nm, we would
expect a broader transition region. It is thus puzzling to think that a transition region between the free surface and the
bulk does not exist. Considering the huge amount of investigations in this field, we would rather comment that current
methods failed in identifying the transition region because of a small contrast with the bulk region.
In this Letter, we introduce a novel method allowing to determine fine variations in the structure of a polymer film,
which permitted to verify the existence of a transition region between the free surface and the bulk. Measuring the
kinetics of dilation induced by the penetration of n-hexane vapor inside thin films of polystyrene (PS) of different
thicknesses and molecular weights we determined that the first 15 nm from the interface with air show a peculiar
stratification. This region can be divided into two sub layers with distinct extent and dynamics of swelling. The first
layer of ~2.5 nm, attributable to the free surface, behaves as a liquid and swells almost 4 times as much as the bulk.
Underneath the free surface, a transition layer, swelling just 20% more than the bulk, extends for 12 nm independently
on the molecular weight.
Diffusion of small molecules inside a polymer film can be promptly followed by monitoring in time the swelling of the
layer16,17. This process is limited by both the reorganization of chains while their environment gets filled up by the

penetrants and the availability of free volume holes where the guest molecules can be accommodated. Monitoring the
diffusion rate of the penetrant along the whole sample, hence, provides direct information about the spatial variation in
the dynamics of polymer chains and in the distribution of free volume16. For example, at the interface between polymer
and air the reduced topological constraints provide an increase in free volume content with respect to the bulk.18,19 With
these considerations in mind, we attempted to identify the transition region between free surface and bulk by searching
for discontinuities in the swelling rate. Based on previous work20, however, we considered that the changes in free
volume content might be too small (<0.2%) and we could have encountered the same problem as the other techniques
at the state of the art.1
In our measurements, we achieved in-situ observation of film swelling from the very first moments after contact with
the penetrant by combining a very high data acquisition rate (~2 spectrum s -1) and the use of a vapor, as opposed to
liquid16, ambient. To identify the presence of a transition layer we have, in fact, exploited a peculiar feature of the
diffusion of vapor molecules at temperatures around the glass transition of the swollen film. Polymer chains swell when
surrounded by molecules of a good solvent; this process is usually associated with an increase in molecular mobility
due to plasticization. Penetration of small molecules into a glass induces a transition to the rubbery state and as a
consequence increase in the diffusion coefficient by 3-4 orders of magnitude. Such a tremendous difference in penetrant
mobility might induce an anomalous mechanism, known as Case II, where diffusion of small molecules inside the
polymer matrix is not limited by Fickian diffusion of the penetrant, but by chain relaxation at the interface between the
rubbery swollen outer layer and the glassy dry inner layer. Swelling, hence, proceeds linearly with time, which sets the
signature of Case II anomalous diffusion21. In sub m-thick films, anomalous diffusion occurs at temperatures high
enough to ensure plasticization upon swelling; at lower temperatures, the swollen portion of the film remains glassy and
diffusion of penetrants proceeds via conventional Fickian dynamics17. As the temperature where this change in diffusion
mechanism occurs is just above the Tg of the swollen polymer, Case II diffusion is associated with molecular
conformations of the liquid/rubbery state rich in free volume content.
Considering the strong coupling between free volume content and temperature,22–24 we assumed a similar reasoning in
the case of a distribution in materials properties running from the free surface to the bulk. In particular, we considered
that, upon optimization of the experimental conditions, we could have forced transport of penetrant molecules in the

1

We considered a thermal expansion coefficient of the free volume content of 75x10 -4 K-1,20 and a shift in Tg by 4 K between bulk
and surface layer

interfacial layer of PS via Case II diffusion and, hence, achieved a magnifying effect on the small variation in free
volume content from the free surface to the bulk.
We chose n-hexane because in the vapor phase this molecule is able to swell PS. More importantly, upon penetration of
these small molecules the Tg of polystyrene drops to 292 K, allowing to perform experiments at room temperature. In
these conditions, we could observe the presence of a layer with higher free volume content than the bulk, where swelling
proceeds linearly with time, sitting on top of a bulk-like region, where a small reduction in free volume content was
sufficient to inhibit Case II diffusion. The neat passage from linear to the usual square root dependence of swelling with
time allowed us to precisely measure the thickness of the transition layer. While the stratification of the interface is
likely a general phenomenon in glassy polymer interfaces the careful choice of the experimental conditions allowed for
the very high sensitivity of our method. The precision of our method (0.5 – 1 nm) significantly exceeded that of other
investigations by fluorescence25–27 or by dielectric spectroscopy28 because we were not limited by the minimum
dimensions of the labeled layer (15-25 nm). Additionally, we studied the vapor penetration at the film interface not only
as function of film thickness but also polymer molecular weight which gave insight into the physical origin of the
transition layer.
To quantitatively illustrate our results, in Figure 1, we plotted the time evolution of the increase in film thickness upon
swelling, h = hswollen – hdry. The evidence of three distinct dynamics of swelling regimes confirms the presence of three
regions with well distinct properties. Starting from the outer to the inner layer, that is, from the short- to the long-time
dilation kinetics, we identify a first layer (the free surface) that almost instantly swells, followed by a transition layer
swelling linearly with time (Case II) sitting on top of a (bulk) region where dilation occurs following Fickian diffusion
at the rate of very thick films. For all films, the free surface swells by ∆hfs = 1.5 nm in approximately 3 seconds, i.e.,
with a speed of ~1 nm∙s-1, that is more than 2 orders of magnitude faster than the bulk films (0.003 – 0.005 nm∙s-1).
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Figure 1 Increase in film thickness upon swelling, h = hswollen – hdry, as a function of time for polystyrene thin films
with Mw = 280 kg∙mol-1; data show stratification of dynamics with almost instantly swollen free surface, linear in time
transition region, and bulk regions going from shortest to longest time

Considering the thickness dependence of the swelling factor, SF = hswollen /hdry see Figure 2, and the value extrapolated
to h = 0, that is SFt=0 = 1.6, this outer free surface layer, Lfs, extends for 2.5 nm in the dry film. This value is calculated
by considering that ∆hfs +_Lfs = Lfs ∙SFt=0. The large increase in swelling corresponding to four times the relative change
experienced by thicker films (SFt=0 = 1.6 for free surface versus 1.15 for bulk), might be related to the enhanced
conformational freedom of the free interfaces of glassy systems, where the matrix expansion is not as much restricted
by the neighboring chains and entanglement density is reduced. This is in line with a suggestion2,6, that the lack of
cooperativity in the dynamics of the free surface relaxed via a simple thermally activated process, and not by a superArrhenius fashion as the bulk, lowers the energetic costs upon structural relaxation. By considering the extent and time
of dilation, the thickness of this surface layer (~ 2.5 nm) is in excellent agreement with previous reports on the altered
behavior at the free surface.7,29,30 No film wrinkling or dewetting as a result of solvent vapor penetration occurred
because of the relatively high molecular weight and high viscosity of the used polymer, as well as comparatively low
degree of plasticization and swelling. Such morphological changes would have been detected by our experimental
technique either by significant loss of signal intensity (light scattering) or deviations in the ellipsometric delta parameter
at shorter wavelengths of probing light.
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Figure 2 Equilibrium swelling factor, SF = hswollen /hdry, dependence on hdry for polystyrene thin films of Mw = 280 (red
squares), 500 (green triangles), and 1000 (blue circles) kg∙mol-1 exposed to n-hexane vapor

After the first 3 seconds characterized by fast dynamics, a second regime, of ~1.5 minutes, takes place. Here swelling
slows down, albeit without recovering bulk rate, and proceeds linearly with time. Linear thickness dilation is associated
with the progressive motion of a sharp front between swollen and non-swollen parts of the film, via Case II diffusion.
Based on a swelling factor of very thick films (SF = 1.15, bulk) and the extent of the transition layer-related swelling
from Figure 1 (∆htr ~ 2 nm), we measured a value of Ltr= 12 nm for the dry thickness of this transition layer by
considering that ∆htr + Ltr = Ltr ∙ SF. This value for the transition layer thickness agrees very well with results of recent
molecular dynamics simulations31. Experiments performed on samples of different molecular weights allowed verifying
that Ltr is independent of chain length for films thicker than 2Rg, see Figure 3. For thinner films, the transition layer
shrinks and the velocity of swelling smoothly decreases. Fast swelling dynamics gets, hence, inhibited while
approaching the polymer/substrate interface, probably because of a reduction in free volume content. In line with recent
work,14,32,33 we expect that the presence of a layer of PS chains irreversibly adsorbed on the supporting substrate, would
favor densification of the film. As free volume content decreases linearly upon adsorption,34,35 the reduction in Ltr should
be sensitive to the adsorbed amount, , that is, number of monomers present in the chains adsorbed per unit surface.
This idea is confirmed by Figure 3, where data sets of different molecular weights superimpose when plotting the values
of Ltr as a function of the film thickness normalized to thickness of the adsorbed layer (≈ 0.5 Rg), a quantity directly
proportional to the adsorbed amount. Measurements in films thinner than 15 nm did not show a presence of a bulk-like
layer.
Based on these observations, the structure and extension of the transition layer depend on the boundary conditions at
both the polymer/air and the polymer/substrate interfaces, while its molecular origin should be attributed to the upper
interface only: Ltr is indeed constant for films where the surface layer is far enough from the supporting substrate.
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Figure 3 Transition layer thickness, Ltr, as a function of hdry normalized by the thickness of the adsorbed layer hads (≈ 0.5
Rg); Symbol designation as in Figure 2; Rg values used are 14.6, 19.5 and 27.6 nm for MW of 280, 500 and 1000 kg∙mol1

, respectively (taken from literature36).

Presence of the transition layer has profound implications on the fabrication of polymer coatings designed to be
responsive towards contact with small molecules, such as sensors 37, or to affect the diffusional transport of small
molecules, as in the case of barriers and artificial membrane films for molecular separations38–40. In particular, current
fabrication trends push towards a reduction in the thickness of membrane films, aiming at an increase of the flux of the
permeating species. We stress on the supported character of these membranes, as freestanding films would lack of
mechanical stability. Commercial devices with a thickness in the 20-40 nm range for air separation exist already for
years and recently, sub-10 nm membranes have been introduced for organic solvent nanofiltration41. We anticipate that,
depending on the molecular weight of the polymer used, the effect of nanoconfinement-induced stratified dynamics will
dominate the separation performance. For such thin films the properties will exclusively be determined by the
nanoconfinement, and bulk materials properties are of limited predictive potential for membrane separation
performance.

Materials and methods
Ultrathin films of polystyrene (PS, Mw ranging from 280 to 1000 kg mol-1) in the 7-166 nm thickness range were
spincoated onto clean silicon wafers from toluene (Merck, analytical grade). Prior to the deposition, the substrates were
treated with a mixture of sulfuric acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide (3:1 v:v), then rinsed with ultra-pure water. The film
thickness was adjusted via the solution concentration; the spin coating speed was 2000 rpm. The freshly formed films
were dried for one week at room temperature, under nitrogen. Prior to the swelling experiments the films were heated
to 150 °C (PS bulk Tg ≈ 100 °C), for a period of time sufficient to ease structural relaxation yet short enough to avoid
dewetting of especially the thinnest films (5 min for 280 kg mol-1 and 2 h for 1000 kg mol-1). Afterwards, the films were
quenched at room temperature, and kept aging in ambient atmosphere for exactly 3 minutes or 3 weeks before the
swelling experiments started. Swelling experiments were performed using an M-2000X spectroscopic ellipsometer (J.
A. Woollam Co., Inc.). Dynamic data were acquired in a fast mode resulting in a temporal resolution of ~ 2 scan s-1. A
trapezoidal stainless steel cell with quartz windows was stabilized at 22±0.1 °C. N-hexane vapors were generated by
flowing purified nitrogen through a bubbler at 21±0.1 °C. The nitrogen flow rate was kept constant throughout each
series of measurements. The optical model comprised the silicon substrate with a ~2 nm native silicon oxide and atop a

single uniform layer with a Cauchy optical dispersion. The wavelength range was limited to 370–1000 nm, where the
polymer can be assumed fully transparent. The ambient refractive index was set to 1.000, assuming no effect of the nhexane vapor. The window birefringence was carefully corrected for. Even though for ultrathin films the accuracy of
the simultaneous thickness and refractive index determination is limited, relative variations in thickness can be
monitored with a very high precision (<1%). Further information on the ellipsometry analysis can be found in the
Supporting Information. The thickness of the adsorbed layer was obtained by literature data42 of experiments of PS
adsorbed on silicon oxide, the same system considered in this work.
Supporting Information Available: Experimental considerations related to the sensitivity of the used experimental
technique to accurately determine swelling in ultra-thin films and different presentations of data shown in Figure 1
including square root of time on the X-axis and squared extent of thickness change on the Y-axis.
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